Empower your
creative, technical,
and commercial teams
Infor Fashion PLM
INFOR FASHION PLM
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Choose simple, beautiful, intuitive software
An application that’s easy to use is also easy to love.
Infor Fashion PLM creates a pleasurable experience
that invites users to take full advantage of its power.

Unlock your full potential
You have designers and merchandisers in

projects, act as one—while satisfying

happening at retail. This powerful product

New York, product developers in Alabama,

shorter, faster development cycles?

lifecycle management and collaboration

and production staff in China. How do you
ensure that all these teams, in all these
time zones, working on many different

We’ve built an entirely new solution, Infor®
Fashion PLM, to help ensure you have
speed and agility to adjust rapidly to what’s

platform can help everyone in your value
chain innovate faster, respond more
quickly, and act more decisively.

Comments

Workflow

Critical path

Risk management

Merchandise planning

Product development

Partner collaboration

Assortment & store planning

• Budget import
• Collection planning
• Line planning

•
•
•
•
•

• Product information
• Supplier capabilities
• Sampling and quote
process

•
•
•
•
•

* Planned for 2015
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Material & trim development
Specification packs
Sampling process
Costing
Critical path management

Assortment planning
Store planning
Buy planning
Open-to-buy
Push planning
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Plan and execute concurrently
With Infor Fashion PLM, you can
simultaneously plan, design, develop,
and source multiple collections,
while streamlining collaboration.
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See how beautiful software
improves performance
After 20 years of bringing powerful fashion-

commercialize your creative concepts,

specific solutions to the world’s top brands,

from initial sketch through eventual

Infor has recruited world-class designers

replenishment of retailer inventory. We’ve

and user experience experts to invent an

pioneered meaningful and pleasurable

Multi-task more

entirely new approach to product lifecycle

user experiences that accelerate user

effectively using

management for fashion. We understand

adoption and reduce training requirements.

Infor Fashion PLM’s

the unique dynamics and challenges of the

With Infor Fashion PLM, you’ll be ready to

mass create and edit

fashion industry. Our innovative solutions

move your inspirations and ideas more

capabilities, drag and

amplify your ability to communicate and

rapidly from concept to consumer.

drop features,

Be more efficient

and contextual
information panes.
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Intuitive. Fast. For every user.

User
preferences

Graphical user
interface

Export
to Excel

Configurable
layouts

Standard
reports

Roles
management

Search

Mail

Alerts
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Increase speed and agility
Consistency and accuracy often get lost or

Infor Fashion PLM is a totally new product

compromised when product specifications

lifecycle management solution, designed to

Expand visibility

are transferred to a spreadsheet. Beyond

simultaneously support designers, technical

Gain a better view of

the delays and errors inherent to ad hoc

product developers, brand managers,

real-time information

planning, spreadsheets simply lack the

and merchandisers, while serving as

functionality and data structure you need

a foundation for planning, creating,

to succeed in a fast-moving, consumer-

developing, and sourcing great fashion

driven industry.

collections. It’s made to help you develop
styles more quickly and efficiently, and with
more consistent quality, while doing it all

from Infor Fashion PLM’s
configurable grids,
contextual info panes,
critical path dashboards,
and advanced reporting.

on time. You’ll also find it easier to convert
creative concepts to commercial products
rapidly and accurately.

INFOR FASHION PLM
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Infor Fashion PLM
User experience
Beautiful software with a pleasing, meaningful user interface, designed by Hook & Loop*

New way of
working

Role-specific
processes

Plan and
execute
concurrently

Natural
workflow

Automation of
repetitive tasks

Collaboration
across teams

Easy to
learn for rapid
adoption

Technology
Infor ION® integration platform

* Hook & Loop is the internal creative development group of Infor.
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Deliver better products, faster
Infor Fashion PLM is a key component
functionally complete solutions for today’s
fashion market. It supports your design

Trims

workflow and new product development

Specification
Critical
path pack

cycle, while simultaneously streamlining
your overall planning process.

Specification pack

Infor Fashion PLM can serve as the

Requests for samples,
lab dips, testing

platform and hub for your product
development team, so that you can deliver
better products to consumers faster while
shaving unnecessary costs.

INFOR FASHION PLM

Styles
Costing

Risk and compliance management

Materials

of Infor Fashion, one of the richest, most
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Be more productive
You can work on multiple activities across different collections with Infor Fashion PLM, because you get:

Concurrent processing Speed up your overall product design and production process by using Infor Fashion PLM to
manage different phases of the same collection simultaneously, rather than sequentially. You’ll be able to shorten the time
from concept to consumer, and stay more agile to keep up with the latest consumer trends.

Natural workflow Take advantage of extensive configurability in Infor Fashion PLM to help ensure that every person gets to
work the way that works best for him or her. With a personal homepage, role-based, process-driven activities, and a beautiful
user experience, you’ll be able to speed the workflow in every phase of your business, and improve employee motivation.
Automation of repetitive tasks Save time and direct your attention to designing, developing, and delivering new
and better products, and adding value. Let Infor Fashion PLM handle common tasks, so that you can focus on creating
innovative and profitable new products. Take advantage of “drag and drop” access to colors, fabrics, trims, and other
supplier details to speed your efforts.

Collaboration across teams Unify the efforts of creative, technical, and commercial teams using Infor Fashion PLM’s
comments feature to streamline the design, development, and sourcing processes.
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Accelerate communication
Infor Fashion PLM interacts with your

You’ll be able to accelerate your daily

ERP system so that your original design

activities with Infor Fashion PLM, which

Work the way you live

concepts are communicated clearly

helps everyone work more efficiently. Its

Infor Fashion PLM is

and executed accurately through every

unique workflow methodology, together

highly configurable,

phase of development, production, and

with a beautiful user interface and

distribution to the end customer. As a result,

advanced user experience, is intuitive

you can reduce lead times, cut costs, and

enough for your design team, powerful

ensure quality.

enough for your product development
team, and accurate enough for your
merchandisers.

INFOR FASHION PLM

allowing users to save
multiple layouts for
specific tasks, with
access available via the
web or mobile apps—
anywhere, anytime.
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Contextual information at your fingertips

INFOR FASHION PLM
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Capture your creative potential
Take a deeper look at Infor Fashion PLM to fully grasp how the future of fashion will work.
It can help you:

Collaborate

Accelerate

Innovate

Discover how much you can
gain from software designed
to bring creative, technical, and
commercial skills closer together.

Develop the right collections and
styles more quickly and shorten
the time to consumer.

Exploit product innovation and
drive profitable sales growth.

INFOR FASHION PLM
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This brand new PLM solution is a key
component of Infor Fashion, envisioned to be
one of the most functionally rich application
suites for today’s market.
Infor Fashion PLM Offers Product Lifecycle
Management for the Fashion Industry with a Fresh Approach
—PJ Jakovjevic, April 15, 2014
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This brochure reflects the direction Infor may take with regard to the products or services described herein, all of which is subject to change without notice.
This brochure is not a commitment to you in any way and you should not rely on any content herein in making any decision. Infor is not committing to develop or
deliver any specified enhancement, upgrade, product, service or functionality, even if such is described herein. Many factors can affect Infor’s product development
plans and the nature, content, and timing of future product releases, all of which remain in the sole discretion of Infor. This brochure, in whole or in part, may not be
incorporated into any agreement. Infor expressly disclaims any liability with respect to this brochure.

About Infor
Infor is fundamentally changing the way information is published and consumed in the enterprise, helping 73,000 customers in 200-plus countries improve operations,
drive growth, and quickly adapt to changes in business demands. To learn more about Infor, please visit www.infor.com.
Copyright ©2015 Infor. All rights reserved. The word and design marks set forth herein are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of Infor and/or related affiliates and
subsidiaries. All other trademarks listed herein are the property of their respective owners. This document is provided for informational purposes only and does not
constitute a commitment to you in any way. The information, products and services described herein are subject to change at any time without notice. www.infor.com.
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